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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
Footie Flutters - Bournemouth v Huddersfield/West Ham v Cardiff 19:45 - 
Bournemouth/West Ham @ 8/11 - 4/6 

Sean Haren Racing  
Win Bet - Southwell 13:30 - Commodore Barry @ 4/7  

Betting Development  
Win Bet - Lingfield (A.W) 11:50 - Lady Marigold @ 7/2  

CLICK HERE FOR A LIVE INTERACTIVE LEAGUE TABLE
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


Can Southport Win The FA Cup? 

Harry Kane was the leading scorer in the World Cup and Hugo Lloris was the 
goalkeeper for the winning team. Eric Dier scored the crucial penalty for England 
against Colombia and Dele Alli is one the best young players in the Premier Cup. 
The romance of the FA Cup means if Southport beat Tranmere is their replay at 
home  Tottenham will be visiting their small ground in the third round. Southport are 
in the bottom half of the sixth tier while their potential opponents are still in the 
Champions League. Southport are 5,000/1 to win the FA Cup but more realistically 
TOTTENHAM are 8/1 with William Hill.   


There is a full programme of Premier League fixtures over the next two nights and 
this evening’s live televised match is Manchester City’s fixture at Watford. There is 
an old saying that you should never back teams playing away from home at odds-on 
but City are the bankers of the night. The champions have won the last eight 
meetings with Watford, scoring 27 goals and conceding four. The average winning 
margin over that run is almost three and City are now at a different level. There is no 
reason to suggest that average won’t be maintained which means MANCHESTER 
CITY -2 is the bet at 11/5 with Betfair. 


The Mosconi Cup is the Ryder Cup of pool and there is a similar dynamic. The 
United States traditionally have the most talented team but were beaten 11-4 by 
Europe in Las Vegas last year. Its an annual not biennial event so the best pool 
players from Europe and the US are competing at Alexandra Palace in London for 
the next four days. Many of the visiting players are in form so UNITED STATES are 
tipped to win the 2018 Mosconi Cup at 12/5. 


There is an All-Weather meeting at Lingfield today and the best race is the Class 2 
handicap over five furlongs at 2.20. Tomily has the best Racing Post Ratings and 
comes out on top on statistical trends. The horse has a good draw but recent runs 
do not bode well. VERNE CASTLE has not got a good draw but the horse is suited 
to the Polytrack at Lingfield so is the each way nap at 16/1 with Paddy Power.   
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What Should The Stewards Do???? It's A Huge 
Problem! - By High Roller Racing


In today’s modern era where video replays and technology play a huge part in the 
vast majority of sports I have a big problem for The Stewards to sort in Horse 
Racing. This problem I huge because people are betting on the outcome and I am 
not sure if the Stewards know this or are they turning a blind eye to the problem I 
will reveal shortly. Millions of pounds or euro’s are being gambled and the rules of 
racing are not being followed in some situations… now you know that there is a 
problem let me tell you more.


The rules of horse racing state very clearly that every horse participating in a race 
must be ridden to obtain the best possible finishing position… that is FACT but we 
could argue some jockeys do that but some jockeys do not for a variety of reasons. 
An experienced jockey might ‘ease down’ a horse that has not got any further 
chance of winning BUT is the jockey guilty of not getting the best possible finishing 
place?


I am specifically talking about MATCH BETS where punters back one named horse 
to finish in a higher finishing place than another named horse in that race. The 
remainder of the race has nothing to do with the match-bet as the punters back 
horse v horse.


This last week I saw a classic example of a top jockey losing a Match Bet by easing 
a horse down whilst the other horse in the Match Bet was driven hard by its amateur 
rider and got past the other horse on the run in.


I want you to go to www.attheraces.com and go on to replays for Sunday 25th 
November 2018 at Navan in the 2.30pm race The Troytown Handicap Chase. In the 
race there was a match-bet Rogue Angel v Young Turk so the horse finishing in the 
highest position was the winner. Both horses were owned by Gigginstown in the 
Maroon and White but Rogue Angels jockey had a blue cap with Young Turks a blue 
and yellow check cap. Rogue Angel was ridden by top jockey Paul Townend and 
Young Turk by Ms Lisa  O’Neill. Coming into the home straight Rogue Angel was 
around ten to twelve lengths in from of Young Turk but realising Rogue Angel 
couldn’t win Paul Townend eased the horse taking it very easily and Young Turk was 
rousted and driven past Rogue Angel to finish 13th and Rogue Angel 17th beaten 
about 3 lengths. What I am saying is the Stewards needed to look at Pauls riding(he 
was in my view looking after the horse) because he didn’t ride the horse to finish in 
its best possible position… Lisa O’Neill did and won a Match Bet for punters 
because of her dogged riding style… I hope you can see my point here folks 
especially if you bet on Match Bets. Come on Stewards start doing your job properly 
and make jockeys obtain the best possible finishing position.


High Roller Racing has had a pretty good week again in the week just gone. FIVE 
WINNERS from SIX SELECTIONS...
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MIA’S STORM.             WON Evens

ANNA JAMMELA.        	WON. 2/1

DESTINED TO SHIN	 WON 9/2

COMMANDANT           UNSEATED BY HORSE THAT FELL IN FRONT

TOO PRECIOUS.         WON 11/4

SHANTALUZE 	 	 WON 7/2


Happy followers with results like that. We tip a maximum of one horse per day. FREE 
to join. You pay £10 for a Winner on this pay as you win service. 


Have a great week… you will if you join us.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 

Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Well we are in a new month and so far a luke warm start for us. We do have 
some killer bets lined up though and we are confident that we will have a really 
great month.  

I’m going to jump straight into our free bets…  

Lingfield 11-50 Handicap (Class 6) 8f - DELICATE KISS has been running faster 
then the form figures suggest and at 14/1 looks a little overpriced. The drop in 
trip should really help. The horse is on a good mark and can finally lose the 
maiden tag today.  

Fakenham 12-40 Handicap Hurdle (Class 4) 20f - Caroline Bailey knows what a 
horse needs to win round here and today she sends THE CAPTAIN at 14/1. This 
race has been a target for a while and despite form figures being poor a much 
better run is expected today. Not devoid of promise in 3 maiden runs but 
wasn’t fully fit last time. He has shown enough to win a race like this. The 
cheek pieces should help keep him straight.  

CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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